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ENGINE BLOWS UP

flaming oil from the feed-pithrough
which the oil burning locomotives fill
their tenders. This pipe aad broken
and Ignited. The flow of oil wag cut

MONDAY, MARCH 18, 1912.

dead have been refrom the wreckage and the
search was not complete.
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After leaving the Hall home, the
fugitives went to Prairie Home, secured a handcar and went to
where they burglarised two
stores and secured arms, ammunition
and clothing.
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SEE AMD
a wealthy widow of Raton during the
f
"There are othr items of station- present season. Flgman claims that
headquarters In Topeka. Is in Chicago
now conferring with W. H. Storey, jr.. ery' used In large quantities pins, some newspaper man must have takvice president. In charge of operation penholders, blank books, sealing wax en it upon himself to print such news
IN LATEST FASHION APPROVED
and the mechanical department of the and so forth. The total cost for sta- as the proposition has never entered
MODELS, DEVELOPED IN CORRECT
road.
tionery a"d printing, for the year was his mind.
SPRING FABRICS AND COLORS
Refore Mr. .Jacobs returns or Im- $625,000."
AN UNUSUALLY EXTENSIVE SHOWING OF FRESH
"This report was circulated also
mediately after his return it Is said
I was through this section of
when
COLORED WASH GOODS GINGHAMS, TISSUES,
CRISP
WORTH
FORT
AT
The new Spring coats are unusually smart, becoming
that the announcement will be made. STOCK SHOW
the country with A Merry wmow
18
Fort
best
find
March
the
will
collection
Fort
this
In
Texas,
Worth,
very
and practical.
MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
you
PERCALES, ETC.-- AT
In Topeka railroad circles the gos
and this fact might have prompted
makers.
from
advance
wMh
we
and
best
the
choose
Is
for
new
Worth
of
thronged
the
carefully
styles,
meansip Is that the appointment has nar
It's Spring now in our Wash Goods section. The new
of visitor to the annual Frit someone to misunderstand the
Many of these charming Springtime weaves and color
rowed down to two men John Pur-cel- guard
wash goods have arrived in large quantities, embracing
ing purposely, and write the article.
the
under
show
Stock
auspices
are
are
new
these
coats
which
given
in
combinations
developed
daintier designs and at more attractive prices than for many
superintendent of shops in this of the Texas Cattle Raisers' associa- I do not see why I should think of
shown exclusively here. You'll look in vain for their dupliseasons.
city, and B. Possow, engineer of car tion. The big convention of the catwhen I am as happy as a lark
we
because
stores
other
hereabouts,
cates in
firmly stipulated
construction In Chicago. It is stated
This first showing is worthy your early inspection betle raisers' association will not begin In this character of Theophilus,' it
that we were to have exclusive sale of the styles we purchased.
oa every hand that If Vice President
cause it shows interestingly and on a broad comprehensive
session until tomorrow, but v.he Is the best part that I ever portrayed
is
its
model
new
that
new
every
good,
Spring
Spring
Every
Storey makes an appointment of a stock show was opened to visitors In my career and feel perfectly at
scale just what will be popular in wash fabrics for Spring and
fabric that is fashionable and dependable, every new Spring
"system" man It will he either Pur today. The show this year embraces home in it," said the comedian when
Summerevery new and approved design every reliable
color that is correct will be found in this splendid showing.
cell or Posson.
is
so
quality
extensive
maid
and
a mammoth display of cattle, horser, approached by a newspaper man resizes
that
of
our
And
every
range
H. W. Jacobs is not in the race for
hereabouts is assured, a perfect fit.
matron
swine, sheep and poultry, together cently.
These goods are the products of the world's best looms
Rtiuertntendent of motive power. In with a department devoted to exhibit i
The prices we ask for these new Spring coats mean utbrothand
It
and
true
your
"Is
that
you can purchase them with the assurance of getting the
you
the first place it is known that Mr of special Interest to home seekers. er Max are to
most value for your moneyutmost value and satisfaction possible with every purchase
in a new
featured
be
Jacob does not want the office and Thousand of visitors are expected
made.
,
play under this same management
$7m50 for very good ones
in the Becond place it is known that here durireg the week from all parts
nsked.
was
next
season?"
We cordially invite you to see this early showing we're
for the very best
Mr. Jacobs will not be in railroad of the west and southwest.
on foot
"Well, there Is a move
In
sure you will not find its equal anywhere in this section
between
othor
work very much longer. He has conquite
in
whereby we are to become
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
templated doing other things, it Is
a new play which will be produced
said, for some time. This Is a rumor Your druggist will refund money If
by Wood, Frazee & Lederer, but we
cure
to
asOINTMENT
falls
PAZO
any
that will not be sustained by the
ALLOVER
14 BUTTON
are not sure that it will take place
of motive case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
sistant superintendent
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. BOc next season for my brother is under
power.
deIf the Santa Fe vice president
EMBROIDERY DRESS
NuBUCK SHOES
cides that he wants a superintendent
from another road, it Is rumored from
the west, that he will choose C. M.
PANAMA
Taylor, superintendent of motive power and equipment of the third district
786&
of the Rock Island Lines. Taylor is
one of the best meanical men on
San Jose, Costa Rica, March S.- - Europe? Uncle Sam protects us from
the Rock Island and haB a good repuworld.
tation all over the railroad
Secretary of State Knox's tour to the her. Against the United States? That contract to another firm of produc before. Plans looking to that end stock yards in this city today and Wisconsin farmers
today observed
In railroad circles in Topeka it is Central American republics in the in- is absurd. In such an alliance we
have been going on quietly for some will continue until Thursday. The ex- "parcels post referendum day" by
ers."
evhoped that the Santa Fe will not go terests of international amity is pleas- would have nothing to gain and
sheep, writing letters to ithelir representaOscar is the youngest son of a fain time and it is expected that several hibition of cattle, horses,
to another road for a superintendent ing him immensely. Panama received erything to lose."
become score of the leading progressive dem- swine and goats is one of the finest tives in congress asking for a genhave
which
of
all
of
six,
lly
The Santa. Fe's him with unanimity. Before the secWhen it Is recalled that President
of motive power.
In support
on the stage, ami ocrats of the nation will be In attend ever shown in this section, and Is typ- uine parcels post law.
great favorites
reputation to take care of Its own retary arrived In Panama word had Jlmlnez was elected as a pronounced while he has stuck to the musical ance. The toast list of the banquet ical of the wonderful growth of the of their demand the leaders of the
men has given the road a magnificent gone out from Arosmene's camp that
the following remarks
his brother and Bisters have will contain only speakers from out- livestock industry in Washington, movement point out that there are
staff of competent men who believe the United States govern ne it favo'dd by him appear significant of the comedy
been identified with the dra- side Nebraska. Among them will be Oregon, Idaho and Montana. Six thou- about 42,000 rural mall carriers, who
of their deader. On the changed attitude on the pari'of this always
the
there is something ahead tor them.
nearly a million
the vaudevillparr of the Senator Gore of Oklahoma, Georg sand dollars in premiums will be dis- travel altogether
and
matic
morning that Mr. Knox arrived ar the government :
Pig Stationery Bill.
miles each day, dropping mail into
be a possibility Fred Williams of Massachusetts and tributed among the winning
There
may
business.
F. A. Wilson, stationer of the capital an interview with Ar0S3 nena
"When I entered orrice it was ex
about four million rural triall boxes.
that other artists of the Flgman fam- Frederick Townsend Martin of New
Santa Fe railroad, with headquarters appared in the local press in which pected," he said, "that the United
This service causes a loss to the govYork.
ornew
the
of
be
member
will
In Topeka, has written an interesting he said in substance that the visit States would insists en rerunding our ily
ernment
of about half a million dolone
Is
considered
Oscar
LETTER LIST
ADVERTISED
article in the current Issue of the of the American secretary of state national debt. On the contrary your ganization.
lars each week. The average outbaseBIRTHDAY
DUCHESS
ARGYLL'S
enthusiastic
OF
most
America's
of
Letters remaining uncalled, for, for ward load of
Santa Fe Employees' magazine con- indicated that the United States de- government has never in any why inthe rural mall carrier
London, March 18. The Duchess of the week, ending March 16, 1912:
ball bugs and he never misses a game
rea
elect
should
of
amount
that
Panamans
sired
the
stationery
25 pounds, and the recerning
is
terfered or Bought to interfere with either if he can possibly help it.
about
only
of
late
the
Queen
Argyll, daughter
Miss Maderla Armijo; Miss Selea-tin- a turn
quired for use on the lines of the San- president who was tne real choice of my administration. We nave been alload less than five pounds. With
Victoria and aunt of King George V.,
Baca; C. A. Burton (2); Mr. the real
makes
was
also
satisfied
Wilson
and
that
he
the people
ta Fe. Stationer
lowed to settle our own domestic diftoparcels post, It is argued,
sixty-fifth
entered upon her
year
Brown; J. D. Blair; Fred P. Carroll: this load would be increased several
ARIZONA SEES MANY LAWS.
a number of suggestions to employees that the real choice or tne people was ficulties. Our relations have been
and
the
received
congratulations Mrs. Rosana Garcia; Mrs. Hamahan;
18. Ari- day
tv
materials himself.
Phoenix, Ariz., March
t'i. inner use of the
fold, the farmers would have an exmost cordial. Now what we need is
.ojj W v
of the royal family and many friends. Guy Hill;
Gerry Jacobs; Mrs; Mary press service
sent from'"nls of flew.
Thus the secretary or state was con- more money and more men in this zona's first state legislature convened Princess
connecting them with
was
as
she
before
Louise,
Nichols; J. Nishitlnji; Miss Elvira the
noon today and proceeded to the
Here are a few paragraphs from fronted with a very general feeling country. You will find here
and cities, and the great
villages
was born in Buckingmany of at
her
marriage,
his article:
that in some way the United States your fellow countrymen managing work of organization. The election of ham palace March 18, 1848, and was Ortega; T. E. Rouley; Cruz Sedillos; deficit incident to the present imperMrs. J. L. Smith; Cruz Sidlos; A. C.
"For the year ending December 30, reserved a right to influence Pana- large capital of ther own or of per- two United States senators will be married In 1871 to
fect rural mail service would be wipof
the
Marquis
Miss Veronica Wlngert.
Vandiver;
Conversation sons who reside in the United States. the first important matter taken up
1911, it required two million pounds ma's political affairs.
ed out.
who subsequently
succeeded
Lorne,
When calling for the above please
The
,.o working.
the
of paper for printed stock alone. The with men in and out of the govern- Par from
after
gets
body
their
to
father
of
his
Duke
the
title of
good
frowning upon
ask for "Advertised Letters."
blank paper stock used amounted to ment, natives and foreigners, showed luck we are
election of the senators will not ocYou Judge a man not by what he
pleased to see it and as
F. O. BLOOD Postmaster.
500,000 pounds.
promises to do, hut by what he has
plainly that this feeling was the one their gains are not derived through cupy much time as tne advisory pridone. That is the only true test
F.
"I wish to mention a rew standard weak strand In the tie binding the
legislative favors, their prosperity mary already has named Henry
NORTHWEST LIVESTOCK SHOW.
DEMAND PARCELS POST
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
osed.
A.
ana
Pen, United States and Panama
Marcus
of
articles of stationery
Prescotr
Ashurst
does not diminish, hut on the conOre., March 18. The secPortland,
18. In pur- by this standard has no superior. PeoMarch
Madison,
Wis.,
The first address of the secrtary trary, helps to augment vigorously Smith of Tucson to wear the togas.
pencil and ink play a very important
ond annual Pacific Northwest Live- suance of an organized movement ple everwheve speak of It In the highest terms of praise. For sale by all
part in the railroav and commercial went far to dispel this. He made It the prosperity of the nation." Again Both are democrats.
stock show opened at the Union started some time ago, thousands of
druggists.
world today. They are three small plain that his mission concerned in he said:
A lengthy legislative
program
It is expectlawmakers.
the
awaits
cogs in the wheel ot- commerce, to be ternational relations and not the In
"Mr. Knox Is a charming
man
without which, for a single day, ternal affairs of the republics visited.
ed the legislature will undertake the
whom we are honored and happy to
would create an endless amount of
pledge
Apparently the efiect was excellent welcome. As I have told the secre- redemption of the
confusion and inconvenience.
and government officials and politito submit to the voters the inclusion
the intercourse between Costa
Capital Paid in
"The most important one is no cians on the outside who had not tary
Surplus
of the judiciary in tne operation of
Rica and the United States has been
doubt the pencil.
rjead pencils are spoken together for weeks bantered
is expected to Eub-m- it
also
recall.
It
the
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
without incident or accident with the
almost akin to clothing and money. each other good
the question of whether the presnaturedly at the
of the present incident of
exception
In that they are used where ail other functions where they were thrown
shall remain in office
the secretary's trip to see us at home ent state officers
articles are forgotten. There is hard- together and as committeemen work
1913, or two yeiite
until
1,
January
and I wish that this exception might
'
'
ly anything except warional currency ed harmoniously to make the visit of
constitution
the
later,
being obscure
be the rule."
v, v
which is used more constantly by the the secretary and his party personon that point.
J. M( CI NMNOH AH , Pi esidtnt
D T. HOSKINS. Cathkr.
The
ot
and
the
FRANK
sincerity
SPRIKQER.
cordiality
a
diversity of human efngs than is a ally enjoyable and profitable from
Among? the most important man
the seeming dates of the constitution are the en
president represents
lead pencil.
It required no small diplomatic standpoint.
In Costa Rica there has been a general attitude toward Mr. Knox and actment of an empjoyerB'
quantity of Florida cedar and New
liability
York graphite to make
the 4,389 very general belief that the United his party. They have been magnifi law and a workmen's compulsory comgross issued from, the stationery de- States is determind to bring abont a cently entertained. Among, the pretty pensation act. A strong endeavor will
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
partment on requisitions during the union of Cntral American republic. compliments paid on frequent occa- be made to secure the submission of
This Is not admitted officially but sions was the lifting or their hats by an equal suffrage amendment to the
period mentioned.
"There is not a very remote an- one cannot talk with the average citi- the men In the vicinity whenever as constitution. A statewide prohibition
tiquity to the pencil. The first pen zen for five minutes without receiving often happened the National band amendment also will be passed.
played the Star Spangled Banner.
cil factory in America was founded by this impression.
The papers have given pages to the
a school girl, and pencils first beIn a private interview for the
came articles of commerce about 1820 press, President Jiminez, while mini- visit with pictures and biographical BRYAN BANQUET BIG AFFAIR.
or 1825. The writer recently re mizing the effect of this sentiment on sketches of the secretary and his famLincoln, Neb., Marcn 18. Democratceived a process wtrd showing dif- the relations of Costa Rica and the ily but nothing of an unkindly nature ic leaders who share the opinion of
Capital Stock,
made has appeared. The artist of a local William J. Bryan that only a "proferent stages in the manufacture of United States nevertheless
the pencil. It Is possible that you plain his own views on the subject of humorous weekly has had a good deal gressive" should be named to head
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
of fun with the secretary caricaturing the national ticket this year are gath
have used pencils that appeared to a united Central America.
be made of short pieces of lead. The
"Why," said he, "should we unite him as a ferocious wtelder of the Big ering in Lincoln today to talk over
President
Win. G. Haydon
The ostensible purnot
Is
tnat
this
shows
card
with other republics some of whom Stick, but it was all in the best of the situation.
process
Vice President
W.
H.
round-uat
Anleaders
of
the
Kelly
pose of the
possible. If you come across a pen have internal quarrels? We with ar humor and very well done, too.
to
is
attend
this
tin
time
and
him
Don
as
at
been
other
with
T.
cil
the lead broken it has
Treasurer
D.
place
Hoskins
paper represented
army of only 300 men continue
done by careless handling.
peace and devote our energies to de- Quixote attacking imaginary enemies banquet to be given here tomorrow
"The pens for the year have cost veloping our country. Our govern- In Central America, one paper pic- night In celebration of Mr. Bryan's
Interest PeJd on J 1
The pens are manufactured ment Is stable. We have no revolu- tured him as looking at Costa Rica 52nd birthday. The banquet has bee.i
$1,085.
especially for the Santa Fe. The road tions. We are working out our own through reversed glasses, and sug- an annual affair for some years past,
furnishes the very best pen made.
salvation in our own way. Why gesting that he turn his glasses about but this year ijt Is to take onmore of a national apect than eve"Now In reeard to the ink. The should we unite and against whom? and see things as they are.
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more direct importance to the politicians (or the time being than
that concerns the theoretical aspect of the new law. Upon the result of the popular vote to be cast
here tomorrow is believed to depend
in no small measure the chances foi
success of two aspirants for the
'
nomination-Theod- ore
presidential
Roosevelt and Robert M. La
t oilette. Of the two, the chances of
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES WILL La Follette are most vitally concerned. If La toilette should sweep tlie
BE NAMED BY BOTH BIG
.tate, the result would be a tempoiPARTIES
Uir.v setback for the Roosevelt Loom
On the other hand it is conceded
BUinarck, N.D., March 18. North on all aides that a
pronounced RooseDakota promises to monopolize the velt
would sound the iaath
victory
center of the jtolitlcal stage tomor- knell of the I.a Follette
candidacy, tor
row, when a stale wide primary will K Las been claimed all
along that the
.
La Follette brand
nf miwrpiusi
the leading parties an opportunity to ha8
D&
root m
deeper
express their preference for candl - kota
m any oUwr
aQd
dates for the presidential nomination. ,h Uinaln -hoa
ae primary will be the first of its
postionately a larger number of supkind ever held in any of the states porters
among the republicans of
and will mark an Important innova- North Dakota than were to be found
tion in American politics.
in his home state.
The idea or presidential preference
The campaign which practical! v
primaries is an outgrowth of the di- closed today has been strenuously
rect election plan which originated conducted on both sides.
Many of the
in Oregon several years ago. The best
speakers in the Roosevelt and
primaries in this state next week will La Follette camps have been stump
afford the first demonstration of how
ing the state from end to end the
the idea works out in practice. The
past two weeks. The end of the fight
theory on which the scheme is based finds the Roosevelt managers brim
ia generally conceded to be sound by ful of confidence in
the result. They
the politicians of all parties. It is
uudoubtely believe that the former
the theory that delegates Who place
president will sweep the state. One
in nomination men for the highest ofof the principal grounds for their be
fices in the land should represent the lief is found in
the fact that Colonel
tpeople directly, and not merely the Roosevelt is known in North Dakota
politicians. The direct elections will better than he is in most states, for
do away with the conventions, which t.e
lived on a ranch here for years.
heretofore have been held for the seThe La Follette managers are anxilection of delegates to the national ous for fine weather on
primary day,
conventions, and, it is believed, will as much depends upon it in the runtl
insure the carrying out of the popular districts. The La Follette forces convill, with no miscarriages due to po tend that, the rural vote will be
litica manipulation.
strong for ithe Wisconsin senator. The
In addition to North Dakota, the
Roosevelt boosters, on the other hand,
states that will try out the primarv say
they have nothing to fear on that
plan this year in the selection of the store.
whole or a part of their delegations
Taft's name will appear on the prito the national conventions include
marily ballot, but the friends of the
New York, Wisconsin, Illinois, Nebpresident long ago decided to make
raska, Michigan, California, Oregon, no active fight here. It is the
only
Ohio, New Jersey and South Dakota state
they are willing to concede to
!f the results of the plan work oul
the "insurgents" without a struggle.
as its supporters anticipate, and there The
president has many friends here,
are found to be no counterbalancing but there are
many republicans who
bad affects from the new law. It is are
against him, some of whom are
safe to say that by 1916 the direct
against Mm because they are for
primary system will be adopted by Roosevelt of La Follette and others
practically all of the states.
whose exposition is based upon the
The North Dakota primaries, how- president's
espousal of Canadian reciever, possess an interest that is of procity, which was considered inimic- -

PRIMARIES TO BE

ai'y-thin-

HELD IN NORTH
DAKOTA

-

via-;--

-

1

al to the agricultural interests
of
North Dakota.
In the democratic party there will
CALENDAR OF 8PORT8
he no contest for the delegation to
FOR THE WEEK 4
the Baltimore convention a a result
of an agreement between the Wilson
and Harmon forces to let it go to GovMonday
ernor Burke. The Harmon and Wilof the Minnesota-WisconsiMeeting
son people, of course, are hopeful of
Baseball league at Eau Claire,
placing some of their men on the Wisconsin.
delegation, so that in the event GovAnnnual championships of United
ernor Burke has no chance for the
States Revolver association at
presidential nomination, they will be
N. C.
able to support either the Ohio or the
Opening or annual tournament of
New Jersey governor.
the Camden Polo club, Camden, S. C.
Mike Gibbons vs. Jack McGarren,
CASCARETS CLEANSE
t rounds, at Philadelphia.
n

Pine-hurs-

LIVER

AND

BOWELS

No Biliousness, Headache, Sick,

Scud

Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation
Furred tongue, bed taste, indigestion, sallow skin and miserable head
aches come from a torpid liver and
clogged bowels, which t:ause
your
stomach to become filled with undigested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage In a swill barrel. That'!5
the first step to untold misery lndt
gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellov
skin, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
tonight will give you a thorough
eleasing inside and straighten you
out by morning. They work while you
box from your drugsleep a
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keep
tbelr stomach, liver and bowels regulated, and never know a miserable
moment Don't forget the children-the- ir
little insldes need a good, gentle
cleansing, too.

It

R. & G. CORSETS.
Is entirely unnecessary to go on

"trying" numerous makes of corsets
In search of the correct model for
your particular figure. R. & G. Corsets have attained their wide popularity through their Individuality. Each
model in the vast range has been designed for a particular figure. Prices
range from 60 cents up At the
10 and 25 cnts store.
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that a,
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Goers Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled without delay.
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Graaf Dry Goods Company
Monday and Tuesday we are going
to offer our entire stock-Ne- w
Goods
of all descriptions, Spring Skirts,
House Dresses, new Dress Goods,
Linens, in fact any and everything
you want, THREE DAYS ONLY, at

25 per cent Discount
SELL FOR LESS
We have too large a stock to specify
each and every article, so all goes for

During this sale no discount will be
given on any purchase less than

ONE DOLLAR
1

THE REMEDY
FOBSOBESULCEkS

The combination of healthful vegetable ingredients of which S. S. Si is
composed, makes it an especially desirable and effective remedy in the treatment of sores and ulcers of every kind. Since an impure condition of the
blood is responsible for the trouble, a medicine that can purify the blood Is
the only hope of a successful cure; and it should be a medicine that not only
cleanses the circulation, but one that at the same time restores the blood to
its normal, rich, nutritive condition. S. S. S. is lust such a remedy. It is
made entirely of healing, cleansing vegetable properties, extracted from nature's roots, herbs and barks of the forest and fields. It has long been
recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities
necessary to remove e ery impurity in the blood. When S. S. S. has purified
the circulation, and strengthened and enriched it, sores and ulcers heal readily and surely, because they are no longer fed and kept open by a continual
matter from the blood. S. S. S.
discharge into them of irritating disease-ladebrings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
nourishing blood and makes a permanent and lasting cure. Book on Sore
and Ulcers and any medical advice mailed free to all who write.
TH SWIFT SFLCD7IC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
n

Mike Glover vs. George Chip, 10
tnunds, at Albany, N. Y.
Tor.imy Dixon vs. Tally Johns, 6
.o.inds, at Butte, Mont.
I;illy Allen vs. "Knockout" Bren-nan- ,
10 rounds, at
TO
Hornell, N. Y.

Tuesday
Meeting of the western college conference (Big Eight) at Chicago.
Opening of annual bench show of
the Golden Gate Kennel club, San
Francisco.
Wednesday
Meeting at Pueblo to complete organization of Rocky Mountain Base
hall league.
Auction sale of the breeding
of the late August TThleln st
Milwaukee.
Annual tournament for the racket
championship of Canada begins in
Montreal.
Hugo Kelly vs. Eddie McOoortv 10
at Kenosha, Wis.
eetan-I'shme-

Thursday
Bob Moha vs. Sailor Burke,
rounds in New York City.

10

Friday
Intercollegiate wrestling championships at New York.
Intewolegiate gymnastic championships at Haverford, Pa.
6
Billy Allen vs. Billy Marchant,
rounds, at Philadelphia.
Saturday
Opening of National Motor Boat and
Marine Engine Show In 'Montreal.
Annual meeting of the National
Bowling association at Paterson, N.
J.
Annual state lnterscholastlc Indoor
track meet at University of Minnesota

Annual gymnastic championships of

at

Middle Atlantic A. A. V.
phia.

Philadel-

Dual meet of University of Chicago
and University of Wisconsin at Madi-

TEST BATTLESHIP FLORIDA,
Washington, D. C, Marcn H. The
steaming trials of the super dread
nought Florida are expected to engross the undivided attention i r naval men this week.
The Interest in
the trials is due partly to the fact
that the Florida is to be one of the
largest and most formidaole fighting
machines afloat) but more especially
because she is the first battleship to
be built in a government yard in
many years. A t lose comparison naturally will be made between her performances Uld those of her sister
ship, the t. tit, which has just been
turned o"' at a private yard.
The Florida and the Utah are the
latest and mightiest fighting units in
the r. tiled States navy and one or
the other will supersede the Connecticut as the flagship of the North At
lantic fleet. If she comes up to the
expectations of her constructors, 22
knots will be reeled off by the Florida, propelled by the enormous tur
bine engines of the Parsons type.
When she sails she will represent an
expenditure of nearry $10,000,000. As
compared with the next largest ships
in the United States navy the Delaware and the North Dakota type the
Florida and Utah are ten feet long
er, 1825 tons greater displacement, on
even terms as to the main battery,
but with two more oi the
guns
in the secondary battery. When com
pletely manned the Florida will carry 940 men and 60 officers, and will
have a larger steaming radius than
any vessel now in commission.
I

son.

INSURGENT WOODMEN ORGANIZE
Jack DiHon vs. Frank Klaus 20
Columbus, Neb.. March 18. A con
rounds, at San Francisco.
of the
vention of representatives
Intercollegiate Fencing association Nebraska local camps of the Modern
preliminaries, at Annapolis and West Woodmen of America met here today
Point.
to make formal protest against the
ircrease in Insurance rates recently
NO CAUSE TO DOUBT.
announce 3 by the head .camp of the
order. A state organization of the
A Statement of Facts Backed
by a "insurgents" is 'to be formed for afStrong Guarantee.
filiation with the national"commiUee
thac is conducting the campaign
We guarantee immediate and posiIgtuutt the rate increase.
tive relief to all sufferers from constipation. In every case where our
WORTH MOUNTAINS OF GOLD
remedy fails to do this we will return is the value Mrs. Charles
Barclay ei
the money paid us for it. That's a
Uraniteville, Vt., places upon Lydia
frank statement of facts, and we
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, so
want you to substantiate them at our
grateful was she for her restoration
risk.
to health.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like
She says, "1 was passing through
candy, are particularly
prompt and the change of life and suffered from
agreeable In action, may be taken at its effects with nervousness and othany time, day or night; do not cause er
annoying symptoms, and 1 can
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive
truly say that Lydia E. Pinkham s
looseness, or other undesirable efCompound
proved wortli
fects. They have a very mild but Vegetable
mountains of gold to me, as it repositive action- - upon the organs with stored my health and
strength, and
which they come in contact, apparentfor the sake of other surfering women
ly acting as a regurttive tonic upon I am
willing to make my troubl3 pubthe relaxed muscular coat of the bow-'elic."
thus overcoming weakness, and
Women who are passing through
aiding to restore the bowels to mo.-this trying period should rely upon
vigorous and healthy activity.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
pound.
and ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We cannot
too highly recommend them to all
sufferers from any form of constiWITH THE BOXERS
pation and Its attendant evils. That's
why we back our faith in tliem with
our promise of money back if they
e
featherEddie Santry, the
do not give entire satisfacoon. Three
has
been
appointed matchweight,
sizes: 12 tables 10 eeuts, 'Mi tablets maker for the Fort Wayne, Ind., Ath25 cents and 80 tablets P0 cents. Re- letic club.
member, you can obtain Rexall RemeThe National Sporting club of Ne-.dies in Las Vegas only at our store,
York has offered an $11,000 purse for
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey. a bout between Al Palzer and Cari
Morris.
Marty Forkins, Eddie McGoorty's
TAFT'S BUSY DAY IN BOSTON
manager, says that Eddie can make
Boston, March 18. President Taft 158
pounds by running around the
began an exceedingly busy day with block twice any fine
morning,
a breakfast at the Hotel Somerset
Hughie Mehegan, champion lightthis morning as the guest of the City
weight of Australia, Is coming to this
of Boston, given in celebration of the
country In June and will try to hoots
one hundred and thirty-sixtup with Ad Wolgast in a champion
of the evacuation of the city
ship battle.
by the British during the revolution.
At noon the president Addressed the
members of the Massachusetts legisCURE THAT COUGH
lature at the state housfe. His pro- By the use ofPenslar'a Mentholatum
gram for the remainder of the day- Cough Balsam. This is the best preincluded his participation lin the eva- paration on the market tor the relief
cuation day parade in Solith Boston, of coughs and colds. It takes tha
vistts to the Yale and AlgSJnquin clubs tight feeling out of the chest and re
and addresses before the? Charitable lleves inflamed throats and lungs. For
Irish society and the Bahjk Officers' sale only at Schaefer's Pharmacy,
association.
Opera House block.
h
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Heroic Struggle of a Fat Man Wh
Thought the 8ca!et War
Deceiving

tl

Him.

I nave about come to the conclusioaf
soma of
that the good Lord Inter
his creatures to be fat at,
thin,
regardless of medicines and
Infallible cures, writes a western
man. For a Ions while I tried all that
alleged obesity cures and none jtr;
them did me any good. Then deter
mined to starve myself and take tot
of exercise.
All my life I had been a lover off
good eating, and counted that day?
lost on which I did not consume fof "'
my dinner the better part of a sirloin
teak as thick as a darky's foot, with
all the trimmings. For breakfast I
usually destroyed a platter of cakes.
three eggs and no end of
bacon, besides fruits and two cups of
'

efH
1

thin-slice- d

coffee.

j

j

CUTTING

(J

BA8EBALL

NOTES.

The Buffalo club has released
Charlie Starr to the Mobile club of
lie Southern league.
Scout Tom O'Hara, who was with
the St. Ixuis Browns last teasoj, has
sigiifd with the New York Hlghland-tif- .
Pitcher Rube Marquaid of the
nts, whj was until recently a
member of the Holdout junta, has
si lined a three-yea- r
contract.
Deacon Phlllippe, the former Pirate, and Jack Warner, the old btg
league catcher, are spoken of as man
agcrs in the new Columbia league.
Manager Hugh Duffy, of the Milwaukee team, believes he has a real
ball player in Flaherty, who comes
from the New Kneland Ion cue
The White Sox have two swell dan-er- s
in Buck Weaver and Ben Han
sen. Buck is a ragtime dancer, while
Hansen does fancy Swedish steps.
Only 20 men now enrolled on teams
in the Southern league were members
of the organization in 1908, nine of
these men being pitchers.
Noah Henllne, who was recentlv re
leased by Baltimore to the Troy club
of the New York Statte league, refus
es to report to Manager Ramsey.
Joe Jaclsson, of the Naps, doesn't
think he will do much this season,
outside of outranking Ty Cobb
as
batsman,
and
outfielder.
In order to prevent Johnny Evers
getting 'hot under the collar" and
having a run-iwith the umpires,
Manager Chance, of the Cubs, has ordered uniforms without collars.
Manager Dahlen, of the Superbas,
says he Is satisfied with Erwin,
Phelps, Miller and Higgons for a
catching staff, which means the date
for the veteran Bill Bergen.
i'be absence of AI Bridwell, who
is nt home nursing an Injured foot.
has caused Manager Kllng of the Boston Nationals, to shift his infield iu
the practice games at Augusta.
Both Cady and Thomas,
yoitn;
backstops with the Boston Red Sox,
are showing up well at Hot Springs.
The ugh journeying south together.
they did not become acquainted until
introduced by Manager Stahl.
The toss of a coin decided the elec
tion of president of the Wisconsin-I- l
linois league. A tie vote between F.
S. Edmison, of Rockford, and Frank
Weeks of Green Bay, brought the coin
ttno play and Edmison called
the
turn.
'

-

run-gette-

base-steal-

n

CONVENTIONS

AT WICHITA

This lifelong system I abandoned
for an entire month, cutting out all
the meat and about all the vegetables,
a piece of toast and glass of milk taking the place of my morning meals
and a little rice being the chief item
on the meager dinner bill of fare.
Lunch I omitted wholly. In addition
I walked at least six miles every day
and did all sorts of stunts In my room
with a gymnasium outfit. Prior to
going to bed I perpetrated all aorta
of muscular contortions and rolled
on the floor till my body was bruised.
At the end of thirty days I felt fit
foot-rac- e
to run a three-mil- e
or go in
the ring with the champion. About
this time It occurred to me that I
ought to get weighed and I made a
bee line for the scales. My grocer assured me that they were correct to
an ounce, but they showed I had
gained 14 pounds in the period of my
abstinence. Exchange.
PURE FOOD LAW NOT MODERN
Centuries Ago Tradesmen Who Adulterated Goods Were Most Severely Punished.
Pure food laws are not quite so
modern an Invention as we may believe. Dr. Relsner has made discoveries In Palestine that seem to Indicate some sort of supervision of the
food supplies delivered to the palace
nearly 8000 years ago. Labels have
been found that were once affixed to
"a Jar of pure olive oil." We may
wonder what tests were employed and
what would happen to the man whose
oil waa found to be not pure. Prob
ably something unpleasant, for there
was no Supreme court in those days.
We know what happened in the twiddle ages to the enterprising tradesman
who adulterated his goods. In 1444
a Nurejnberg merchant was burned
alive for mating foraUrnJtnsterial with
his saffron add the saffron ita,' was
used for fuel. Probably that &rrmje
touch Impressed the matter upon his
memory.
Some Augsburg bakers who used
false weights and bad flour were
ducked In a muddy pool, and through
a faulty knowledge of the human respiratory system, or sheer carelessness, they came to the surface dead.
In 1482 a wine merchant was ordered to drink six quarts of his own
adulterated wine, and as he died soon
after It Is evident that tnradultera
tion must have been serious.
It is
true that he had to finish the draft in
a given number of minutes, and a
small number at that, but in those
days they had a pleasant way of
weighing the scales and loading the
dice upon the side of justice.
Civilisation has changed all that
Nowadays we shiver with apprehension lest, a rogue shall be punished.
San Francisco Argonaut.
Men and Women.
Aa times go on we have the two re
Men reach
suits to be anticipated.

the point usually early in life where
business or politics absorbs their
whole attention, and they have little
time, strength or Interest left for the
broader culture and the amenities of
life, while women are prone to be too
much preoccupied with these things,
to the injury of the home not, per
haps, in its smooth running, for in
the average American home the
wheels of its machinery do usually
run smoothly, though at great expense
and to the Injury of the home spirit.
If the two could be averaged we
GDEATER LaS VEGAS
Can be made a oeautlfcl city at should more nearly approach the ideal.
Men need more relaxation, more rest,
night as well as by day by th liberal more
especially as they act
use of electricity. Those merchants vance variety,
in life. Women need more conwho already have Installed electric centration, more definiteness in their
signs have been more than pleased work, and especially more interest and
.
with the result. Their places of bus a different kind of Ideal in their
Mrs. N. D. Htllls In th
iness have been made so attractive
that the volume of trade has increased American Woman and Her Home.
materially. Electric sigrs are cheaper
than you imagine. See us for figures
The Rothschilds.
The Las Vegas Light and Power com
What chiefly struck one at the funeral of the late Baron Oustave de
pany.
Rothschild waa the great multiplicity
of relatives descended from his father, the first Baron James, the shrewdest and most funnily humorous member of the Paris branch of the Rothschilds, that he founded. Among these
descendants were a son, grandsons,
and great- - and great-grea- t
grandsons
Rothschilds, Lamberts, Leoninos,
For over three decades a favorite
Sterns, Bassoons,
household medicine for COUGHS, They represented not only theQubbaye.
princiCOLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING ple of blood relationship, but the fiCOUGH. BRONCHITIS. HARD nance of Paris, Brussels. Genoa, Milan,
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take Odessa, Bombay and Calcutta. Among
deat first sign of a cold. Quick, safe the numerous
first
from
Baron
scended
the
James
and reliable. The Bee Hive on the
was one who devoted himself to
carton is the mark of the genuine. there
medical science, dramatic literature
Refuse sustitutes.
and the collection of autographs of
0. G. SCMAEFER
writers Baron Hear!, only sob
great
Red Cress Drug Co.
of the second Baron James.

Wichita, Kan., March 18. Wichita
expects to entertain a record break
ing number of visitors this week on
the occasion of the annual conven
tions of the Interstate Association
of Southwest Threshermen and the
Southwest Kansas and Oklahoma
Hardware Dealers' association.
An
automobile show is to furnish an ad
ditional attraction for the visitors.
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FAVORED BY TAFT
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Prescriptionist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
leaving our
prescription
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
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Mr. and Mrs. C. I Wensell of La
Cneva were In Las Vegas yesterday.
Charles Kl ika.le returned yesterday
from a month 1 v'sit in Dodge City,
ivfcU.

Cream Cake
to

TOWN THREATENED BY

Look at M
Makes You Hungry
McKenxie
Editorof
Mrs.
Hill,
Janet
By
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
When company arrives unexpectedly,
this cream cake often covers an other-

BIG MIDNIGHT

f

Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
We are fully equipped to

Crcn Cab.

Frames and Mounting.

cup butter; 1 cup sugar;
yolks of 2 eggs, beaten light; 1U cups
sifted flour; 2 level teaspoonfuls K C
Bating Itm'der; X cup cold water;
whites of 2 eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butter; add the sugar,
the flour,
yolks of eggs qpd water-h- en
sifted three times with the baking powder; lastly the whites of eggs. Bake in
se
two or three layers;
together
with cream filling, and dredge the top
with confectioner's sugar
84
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SILK FOULARDS,
luckily, the wind was in a favorable
afternoon from a short trip in ths
direction and the house was not even
,
,
SILK AND COTTON TISSUES,
northern part of the state, In the inscorched. However, the A. O. V. W
terests of Earickson & Sabin, brokers.
ZEPHYRGINGHAMS,
HOPE TO KID ENGLAND hall, which is situated adjoining the
Mrs. F. Plunkett, after an extended
Nolette property, was blistered and
visit in Las Vegas witn aer mother,
the firemen had difficulty in preventPOPLINS, MADRAS,
Mrs. M. J. Woods, left yesterday af
OF THE COAL STRIKE ing it from being ignited. The resi
Distributing
THEATRE
PERCALES,
ternoon for her home in Amarillo,
dence of Mindon McGee, located Just
Agents
WAGONS
Texas.
across the alley, caught fire upon the
DATISTE AND LAWNS,
INTRODUCES
ASQUITH
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant PREMIER
roof several times but was extinA BILL PROVIDING FOR MINIsolicitor for the Santa M for New
guished with little damage.
ter was the cause of the blaze. The
Also Complete Line in Ready
MUM WAGES
MeMco. returned Saturday night fr m
hurricane-likwind
fire being in the rafters and Interior
Carried
the
by
Net
ar
Goods, Silk and
Las Cruses where r.d had been on
cinders dropped continuously up- walls of the house, made the work
big
IMPLEMENTS
March
18.
Premier
London,
legal business.
Lace Waists From $2.00 up
on the roof of the M. L. Cooley livery of the firemen difficult and several
comin
house
the
of
announced
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
f
block east of the No- times after the fire was thought to
hat the government stable,
of the Normal University, went to mons today
Mr.
lette
Cooley removed all have been extinguished It burst out
place.
New
Come in and Look at our
Santa Fe last night on train No. 7 to would Introduce a minimum wage bill of his horses and a number of his through the walls and floors.
Goods Whether you buy or not.
SADDLES
VEHICLE
attend a meeting of the state board fcr miners tomorrow. He will ask vehicles from the building. Though
Tne basement had been used as a
Full Line of
the house to read it a second time
SEEDS
HARNESS
of education today.
the roof blazed In one or two places store room and all of the goods were
Charles Clossen, sheriff or Santa Wednesday and complete the remairf-inHOFFMAN AND GRAUDARTH
or
by smoke
precautions were taken which result destroyed either by fire
stages Thursday.
Fe eounty, came In fast night from
Had the and water. The damage to the house
ed in saving the building.
bill
would
Premier
said
the
Main
Asqutth
the Ancient City. Sheriff Clossen had
Cooley stable been consumed it would which has not been accurately estiM.
In hl8 custody two patients for the provide for the payment of minimum
have been impossible to mated as yet, will amount to over
under- practically
New Mexico Hospital for the insane. wages to persons employed
but is entirely covered by Insursave the Agua Pura building, which
D. R. MacBlaln, superintendent of ground and would include the ar- is located on an
ance.
No Insurance was carried on
it
and
lot,
adtotnlg
motive ptfwflr, on the New York Cen- rangements Incidental to that meas- is likely that the fire would have the furniture. A valuable library was
tral Lines, passed Jhroogh Las ure. In the opinion of the govern- spread through the entire buslines sec entirely destroyed by the water, and
the bills by
Vegas this afternoon on train No. 1 ment the passage of
tion, as sparks alighted as far away a handsome piano was damaged.
in his private car, en route from the Thursday was Imperative In order from the scene of the conflagration
The Rice home is a stone building
east to Los Angeles. Mr. MacBlaln that the house of lords mightt consid- as the Santa Fe railroad yards. Both with a tin roof and therefore the daner It on Friday and the royal assent
was accompanied by his family.
the East Las Vegas and E. Romero ger of the fire spreading was small.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten arrived be given to the act on Saturday.
SHORT ORDERS
hose companies did excellent work The firerron of the two departments
Saturday night from their home in
and
and to them- must be given credit for did efficient work, but for which the
for a short visit with Mrs. van
Raton
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has preventing a disastrous conflagration building would have been gutted by
REGULAR DINNERS
Houten's parents, Mr. and Mrs. won its great reputation and extenMr. Nolette's loss will amount to the flames. It was necessary for the
Miss Jeanette Spiess, sive sale by Its remarkable cures of
Chris
Wiegand.
1EPNER & BARNES, Props.
It can be about $500, fully covered by Insur- firemen to remain on the ground un
coughs, colds and croup.
who has been in Raton visiting Mrs. depended upon. Try It. Sold by all ance. No livestock was in the
barn, til after 10 o'clock in order to be sure
van Houten, accompanied them to Las druggists.
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although 50 chickens were nicely that the last spark was extinguished.
Vegas.
in
a
chicken
shed
adjoining
roasted,
LETTER LIST
ADVERTISED
Enrique Sena went to Watrous Sat
the stable. The burning in two of "J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
of
Loren
Letters remaining uncalled for, for two electric power wires in the al- western grand division of the Santa
urday to attend the funeral
zo Baca, who was killed Friday by the week ending March 16, 1912:
will pass through Las Vegas toley in the rear of the barn caused the Fe,
Santa Fe train No. 1. Mr. Sena reMiss Maderia Armijo; Miss Sele3-tin- a Mountain States Telephone and Tele- night on train No. 8 en route from a
turned to Las Vegas last night.
Baca; C. A. Burton (2); Mr. graph company considerable damage. trip over the southern part of the diDr. Peter P. Duket of Denver, ar- Brown; J. D. Blair; Fred P. Carroll; The
vision to La Junta.
heavy power wires melted the
rived yesterday from the north and Mrs. Rosana Garcia; Mrs. Hamahan- - supports by which the telephone
is a visitor in Las Vegas. He made Guy Hill; Gerry Jacobs; Mrs. Mary cables are suspended and allowed
the trip overland In a Bulck touring Nichols: J. Nishitlnii; Mlsa Elvira several hundred feet of cable to fall.
car. Dr. Duket will locate permanent- Ortega; T. E. Rouley; Cruz Sedillos; The cable broke In several places and
ly in Las Vegas if conditions here are Mrs. J. L. Smith; Cruz Sidios; A. C. a number of instruments were put
favorable.
Vandlver; Miss Veronica Wlngert.
out of commission. The telephone
When calling for the above please company was busy all day yesterday
ask for "Advertised Letters."
and today In making repairs and
F. O. BLOOD Postmaster.
Read Tne Optic.
hopes to restore Its service to the
normal in a short time. Mr. Nolette
has no theory as to the cause of "the
Are unless it was of incendiary origin.
He was not at home when the flames
were discovered but made record
breaking time in reaching his residence when he learned that his property was going up in smoke.
The fire in the Rice house started
last evening at about 7:30 o'clock in
Men who think quickly and clearly have an advantage over
the basement of the building and
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
the "other fellow."
traveled up through the light wooden
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodpartitions to the first and second
as surely as other parts of the body must be
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Brains,
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1
"
X
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statements.
at
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when
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EASTER NUMBER
the crackling of a fire and Mr. Rice,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
on going to the basement, discovered
The
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
a blaze in the vicinity of the furnace.
only in making the goods rijrht, but in advertising, which
He made an effort to reach the garw
for April
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
den hose, which was in the basement,
shows the best productions of the
secure repeat orders.
was unable to do so, owing to
but
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Great French Designers adapted to
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The
Nolette
The
advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
the needs and tastes of American
had put the telephone wires out of
be
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Women.
JFree copies may
commission and it was some time beobtained at our Pattern Counter.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, before the alarm could be turned in.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
By the time of the arrival of the
two departments on the scene the
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
helps many a person "forward" because it is scientifically
blaze had spread to the rafters In the
money in telling others of their goodness.
made, and supplies the right food elements, including the
basement and the house was filled
H At
to
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with smoke, making it difficult to
gsmBLSfa ioe
Grape-Nut- s
is made. And Nature especially requires this
fight the fire to ad van
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The
flames rapidly ate their fay up
II
mineral salt for rebuilding brain and nerves.
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not
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ond floor.
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to a reels- out delay.
Colonel M. M. Padgett went to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon on busi-
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equipped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,

3
m

Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. fc

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Always be Obtained of The Optic?

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
The

Sr

3

XX

3

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIN 2.

fclGHT
LAS VEGAS DAILY 0P1IC, MONDAV

MARCH 18, 1912.
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LOCAL NEWS

J

Are Taking Advantage

Quality postcards at Sohsefer's.

OF
11

Our New System
Why Not You?
REDUCE THE COST OF LIVING
PAY CASH and PAY LESS
We Save

W to 20 percent

you from

or more

on nearly everything you need for your table.

IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GROCER
N. B.

On account of the Pay Checks Coming in late,

Our Store will be open until 9 tonight and tomorrow

night

FOR CASH
FR1 DAY - - SATURD

AY--MO-

DAY

N

18th

16th

15th

IT WILL PAY YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE

Cream Loaf Flour, the very
$1.50
best, per sack
Lily Flour, very fancy
Kansas Pride

...

1.50
1.45

Potatoes, per hundred.
50 lbs. Potatoes
100 lbs. Sugar
14 lbs. Sugar
20 lbs. Pure Lard
10 lbs. Pure Lard
5 lbs. Pure Lard
3 lbs. Pure Lard

...

2.60
1.35
6.85
1.00
2.25
1.15
60
.40

g"

3boxCitySodacrackers

w

Ir

200 Dozen Oranges, regular
35c size per Dozen 25c
1.65
20 lbs. Compound Lard
90
10 lbs. Compound Lard
-

50
lbs. Compound Lard
30
lbs. Compound Lard
15
Standard Hams
Standard Breakfast Bacon .16
1 lb. Dairy Butter
.30
sacks Salt or,
QC
bars D. C. Soap, or
bars Lighthouse Soap iLU
100 bars Lighthouse Soap 3.00
3.00
100 bars D. C. Soap
packages Macaroni, or
packages Spaghetti, or
packages Vermicelli lUU
5

3

8

fit

iLU 3
m

25 lbs. Mexican Beans $1.00

1

25

doz. Fresh Eggs

If You Are Interested n Reducing
Cost of Living Let Us Have Your
der for All You Can Use

J.

the
Or-

GROCER.

treatment have made our

FAIR quality business a
Patrons

sue- -

3

8Pfwhui

3

Vermicelli

"4
1

C6SS

.

OF ATHLETIC

The ladies of the Christian church
will give a cafeteria supper in the
Coors
evening, NEW
building
Friday

lbs. can Huyiers Cocoa..
lb. of 80c Tea

x

From a Strictly
Sanitary Point

they are not being worn by
'anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays none of
these affect it.
Fifth. It costs you little
more.
Try us.

25

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

25

If you want to get the want you
want to get you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want you want
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.

110
30
60

t

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the
(act, that the Patterns and Models are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve

each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize,
A little later you will be thinking,

"Spring Suif
GREEN BERGER.
Copyright Hart ScharTntr fe Mara

furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Two in family. Address B. R. S., care of Op"tf
tic,

WANTED

Three

BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US
FOR CASH

SEE US...
Before Buying Elsewhere and

GOODS and SERVICE

BEST TO BE RAD.

BOUCHER
Phoat

the People in the Evening.
Get

our Electric Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

If it mav be termed

The
Science of
Selling

include

a means of presenting

must
theL

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

MmM

a science

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

J
O
H
N

S

E
N

S
O
N
Agents.

flOUSIE R SPECIAL

Our Gash Prices,

We buy them in bulk

PERRY ONION & SON

Big Fight is

Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to

CONVINCE YOURSELF

and put them up ourselves.
507 Sixth Smn

on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.

THE

TRY AN AD. IN THE

ARE THE

and get 25c worth of seeds extra on every $1.00
worth of 5c package you buy
Besides our seeds are fresh.

A SQUARE DEAL.

CASH BARGAINS
We Have to Offer

TOO LATg TO CLASSIFY

y

are now receiving oar

We

numerous

THAT

1

17

is too limited to give the

Everybody reads The Optic.

16

25
25
35
55

SPRING CLOTHING

LODGE GIVES THE OLDER
ONES SOMS POINTER8 IN
ENTERTAINING

March 29.

IS

10
50

2o
25
25

ARRIVAL OF

STUNTS

Rubel Martinez, who was arrested
The W. C. T. U. will meet at the yesterday by Chier or Police Ben
Saturday evening afforded a lot of
Christian church on Tuesday at 2:30 Coles on the charge of drunkenness, fun for the members of the new lodge
was this morning arraigned before of the Moose when a smoker
o'clock.
and pro
Judge D. RMurray. Martinez pleade l gram of athletic sports was given in
The Friendship club will meet to- guilty and was sentenced to 20 lay the Knights of
Pythias rooms In the
morrow afternoon with Mrs. Bell, in Jail. .
Clement building.
Several boxing
1102 National avenue.
bouts and a couple of wrestling
The United States marshal has re- matches kept the spectators on the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ceived orders from Washington to
verge of nervous prostration every
In the wood.
Direct from distillery collect all the books and other prop- minute
Hilarity reigned supreme
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
erty belonging to the federal court when it was found that two of the
which are in the possession of the wrestlers were so
evenly matched
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
clerks of the various counties. The that it would
require a long match to
its regular weekly meeting this evenbooks formerly were kept In the decide the supremacy.
Following the
ing in the O. R. C. hall. All members
headquarters of each of the judicial athletic events refreshments were
are urged rto be present
districts.
served and everybody went home
By the order of the Santa Fe counfeeling good.
The local lodge of the Moose was
The E. Romero Hose and Fire comty court signed by Judge E. C. Abbott Saturday, Petra C. Quintana of pany today placed an order for 500 installed some time ago with a char
San Ildefonso was committed to the feet of hose and a new Callahan cut- ter membership of over 90. A char
New Mexico hospital for the Insane. off nozzle. The executive committee ter soon will be granted. On the even
of rhe company has decided to spend ing of March 21 a class of 50 will be
Patricio, the infant son of Mr. and the amount taken In at the annual Initiated. The members are all en
Mrs. Pilar Abeyta, was baptized yes- Washington birthday dance on new thusiastic and expect to have one of
terday afternoon in itlhe service tt apparatus, adding new and improved the best fraternal organizations
in
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. equipment to the West side depart- Las Vegas.
Luis Armijo and his sister, Adela
ment's facilities.
stood as sponsors to the child.
TRIAL
Miss Helen Rogers Smith, the song PACKERS'
We will not trim any more hats
lecturer, accompanied by Miss Jane
this year, as we have bought an Im- N.
Walker, traveling on the Santa Fe
mense stock of trimmed bats. Also a
NEARING ITS CLOSE
room circuit, gave a concert
reading
big lot of hat trimmings, wire,' etc.,
In
the V. M. C. A. hall
which we will sell cheap. Inspection Saturday night
before a large audience. Miss Smith
invited.
lived up to her reputation as a high CLOSING ARGUMENT
OF COUN
ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.
class entertainer and gave a musical
SEL 18 BEGUN IN CHICAGO
BY ATTORNEYS.
program and song lecture which was
The grand and petit Juries for the
enjoyed
by all. Miss Smith illustratspring term of the district court of ed the lecture with
Chicago, March 18. Closing argu
songs.
San Miguel county will be drawn on
ment of counsel to the Jury In the
March 29 by Lorenzo Delgado, clerk
Santa Fe pay checks arrived in Las trial of the ten packers charged with
of the county court. The regular
on train No. 8 violation of the original sections of
spring term of court for Guadalupe Vegas Saturday night
anti-trufrom
were
and
law, was be
Albuquerque
given out the Sherman
county will begin in Santa Rosa on
this
before
gun
United States Dis
today
morning. The checks were on
the first Monday in April.
Santa Fe train No. 1, due in Las Veg- trict Judge Carpenter. It Is expected
Through the courtesy of Mrs. Wil as Friday, but which, owing to storm that arguments will take a week or
liam G. Haydon the production of in Kansas, was sent over the Belen ten days.
James M. Sheehan, special eovern
The stores will remain open
The Temple of Fame," which was cut-of- f.
scheduled for Monday evening, April tonight for the benefit of railroad em- ment counsel, delivered the opening
He
8, has been postponed until April 12. ployes. All eastern mall on the trains argument for the government
The Knights of Columbus arranged to detoured by the way of Albuquerque began by enumerating three questions
give an Easter dance on the first arrived in the Meadow City Saturday which he said the Jury should disregard in the consideration of Its vernamed date and Mrs. Haydon grace- on No. 8 and yesteraay on No. 10.
dict
They were:
the
date
The
to
them.
fully yielded
"Whether It was wise for congress
Jose B. Esplnozo, a teamster, was
play is to be staged for the benefit
to pass the Sherman law"; "the true
of the Las Vegas hospital.
arraigned before Judge D. R. Murray
of the Sherman law"; the
meaning
this morning on the charge of dumpconsequences to the defendants in
Fred Nolette, proprietor of the No- - ing rubbish within the city limits.
it is paid, was hauling manure the event of a verdict of guilty being
lette barber shop on Douglas, avenue,
returned."
other
rubbish to the property
and
Chief
of
to
reported this morning
Police Ben Coles the disappearance G. Sanchez on Railroad avenue to
Urban Price, of East St. Louis, 111.,
of four rugs yesterday from the rear raise the level of the ground. The
died Saturday atvernoon at 3:14
of the shop. While cleaning out yes npture of the fill was called to ib
terday morning the porter put the attention rf tue city officials and Es o'clock at J315 Grand avenue. Mr.
f
followed. Ihe taam-ste- r Price had been in Las Vegas since
rugs outdoors behind the shop and a p'nozo's
half hour later when
he went to
pleaded guilty to the charge and September, having come to New
bring them In found them gone. No was given the costs and a suspended Mexico at that time for his health.
trace or clue of the thief could be fine of $5 or eight uays in Jail if un- He was 18 years of age and was a
found. Three of the rugs were small able to raise the casta.
student in the St. Louis schools at the
time his health broke. His mother,
and the other was a large one.
Mrs. L. W. Price, accompanied him to
NO SMELTING
TRUST
Las Vegas and has been here since.
Washington, March 18. Attorney Mr. Price's sister, Mrs. W. M. StewGeneral Wickersham today, replying art, of St Louis, came to Las Vegas
to a house resolution asking informa- two weeks ago and was with him at
tion regarding the existence of a the time of his death. His father, L.
smelter trust, said there was no such W. Price, Is an employe of the Terminformation now in possession of the inal railroad of St Louis. The body
department and referred to an Inquiry accompanied by mother and sister
you will do well to send your
conducted last June by the district was sent east for burial this
family washing to us. Conattorney of New York on the comsider these reasons:
J. C. Johnsen & Son.
plaint against the American Smelting
First. We launder wur
and Refining company, which resultclothes in clean, sanitary surSUGAR COMES DOWN
ed in the disclosure of no evidence of
roundings.
New York, March 18. All grades
Second. We launder them
violence of the law.
of refined sugar were reduced
10
The attorney general further report- cents a hundred
by a process that is scientifi"
pounds
today..
ed that "It Is not compatible wkh
cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
the public interests to state what if
your clothes.
any steps, have been taken to invesThird. You know when
tigate the existence of any smelting
your garments are sent to us
OUR SPACE
trust."

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

,25
25

,

bags Salt
5 pkgs. best Gloss Starch
1 25c box Toilet Soap.
10 bars Sail Soap "laundry"
9 bars Quick-Was- h
Laundry Soap
8 bars LightHouse Laundry SoP
7 bars Tar Soap
3 cans Polly Prim Cleaner
Small can Pure Lard
Medium can Pure Lard
Large can Pure Lard
Small can Compound
Medium can Compound
Large can Compound
Prime Bacon, per lb
Prime Hams, per lb........

MOOSE ENJOY PROGRAM

after-nooirb-

Get in line come to us for your Groceries, Bakery Goods, and
Meats. We will guarantee your money will go farther without disappointment than elsewhere.
A few of our cash prices for the 18th and 19th:
V4 Sack Boss Patent Flour
$1.55
80
Sack Boss Patent Flour
1.50
Sack Old Homestead Flour
25
10 lbs. Potatoes
l.OO
15 lbs. Sugar
I
4 lbs. Good Rice
25
,
10
Large can Utah Tomatoes
25
Good Corn, 3 cans for
3 cans Soups
25
1 25c can Table Apples
15
3 lb. Jar Heina Preserves
65
SO
Quart jar Apple Butter
30
Quart Jar Mince Meat
3 boxes Quaker Corn Flakes.
25
3 boxes Rolled Oats
25
3 Macaroni
i&
.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
'be Opera Bar.
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H. STEARNS,

: Minded

Merenciano Baca, driver of the La
Rosa stage, is reported
to be 111 at his home on the West side.
Vegas-Sant-

i

Vein

121
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